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			End the cycle of unreliable customer data

Stress-free software for Salesforce® users who need a clearer picture and a cleaner database


Free Consultation
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We’re data quality experts. Our tools give Salesforce® users a quick, easy way to manage and clean data. Trusted by thousands.
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				You shouldn’t have to think twice about your customer data

Understanding and using customer data is likely a vital part of your job.

But do you ever feel like you’re just constantly dealing with data quality and management issues and it’s keeping you from doing your job efficiently and easily?

Nobody should have to spend lots of time cleaning and managing their Salesforce org.

That’s why so many Salesforce users rely on our tools to clean and better manage Salesforce.




Do you have data quality and management issues?

	
Can you hardly make sense of your customer data because your Salesforce org is filled with inconsistencies and duplicate records?



	Do your teams struggle to see a clear picture of pipelines and campaigns because reporting is skewed and no one trusts the data?

	Are you lacking a clear customer profile because data is spread across multiple platforms and there’s no single source of truth?






You deserve a simple way to clean and better manage Salesforce data






Our products and services

Data cleansing tools made for Salesforce users, by Salesforce users



Eliminate dupes and manage data


Clean up your org and standardize customer data


From deduping to importing and even migrating data, Cloudingo makes it super easy to manage Salesforce. A top-rated app on the Salesforce AppExchange.

Learn more about Cloudingo →
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block dupes in real-time


Stop duplicates from entering Salesforce 


DupeCatcher blocks dupes in real-time at the point of entry so your customer data stays clean and your team happy. And it’s 100% free!

Learn more about DupeCatcher →
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Windows-Based SOQL Explorer


Discover what’s hidden inside your Salesforce org


A free tool for developers to analyze Salesforce schema, examine standard and custom fields and objects, and create/test SOQL queries.

Learn more about Cloudingo Studio →
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Remove duplicates



Merge existing duplicate records with the click of a button without losing any important info





Stop dupes forever



Block dupes in real-time at the point of entry right inside Salesforce so your data stays clean





Modify large sets of data


Reassign records, update missing data points, normalize company names, and standardize data.



Import data dupe-free


Upload files and compare the data against existing Salesforce records to ensure no duplicates are created.





Find and compare data


Use data from a spreadsheet, like names, to find corresponding data that’s in Salesforce, like record IDs.



Delete stale records


Save money on database costs by deleting worthless records, test records, and inactive leads.



Validate addresses


Standardize and append U.S. mailing addresses, ensuring info is accurate, deliverable, and updated.



Sync outside systems


No matter where your data comes from, Cloudingo can keep systems clean and in sync with Salesforce.
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Professional services


Put data projects in the hands of experts


Our services team of Salesforce MVPs and in-house developers helps turn Salesforce orgs into clean, well-managed, and trustworthy data powerhouses.

How can we help you?




	One time data cleansing

	Managed deduplication services

	CRM data migrations

	
Data system integrations
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Steps to achieving a healthier Salesforce org


Get a data health check



Have a plan of action with our free data audit that tells you the current state of your data





Clean up the data you have


Easily dedupe, update, transform, consolidate, and integrate data with our tools



Be proactive, not reactive



Equipped with the right tools you can ensure data continues to stay clean










Free guide


The Fruits of Data Cleansing

12 proven benefits that can help boost customer engagement, win more deals, and nourish your business 





Download



Thank you for your message. It has been sent.
×
There was an error trying to send your message. Please try again later.
×
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Get in touch


Office


4004 Belt Line Road, Suite 120
Dallas, TX 75001




Contact


(972) 241-1543

contact@symphonicsource.com




Open Hours



Monday thru Friday: 9am–5pm CT




















							

												

	
						
					
  
				  
				
				
								
					

We’re dedicated to helping Salesforce users take control of their data quality and avoid costly mistakes.
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Products

	Cloudingo
	DupeCatcher
	Cloudingo Studio






Contact us

4004 Belt Line Road, Suite 120

Dallas, TX 75001


(972) 241-1543
contact@symphonicsource.com
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